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ABSTRACT
This work describes and discusses an algorithm submitted to the
Sound Event Localization and Detection Task of DCASE2019
Challenge. The proposed methodology relies on parametric spa-
tial audio analysis for source localization and detection, combined
with a deep learning-based monophonic event classifier. The evalu-
ation of the proposed algorithm yields overall results comparable to
the baseline system. The main highlight is a reduction of the local-
ization error on the evaluation dataset by a factor of 2.6, compared
with the baseline performance.
Index Terms— SELD, parametric spatial audio, deep learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound Event Localization and Detection (SELD) refers to the prob-
lem of identifying, for each individual event present in a sound field,
the temporal activity, spatial location, and sound class to which it
belongs. SELD is a current research topic which deals with mi-
crophone array processing and sound classification, with potential
applications in the fields of signal enhancement, autonomous navi-
gation, acoustic scene description or surveillance, among others.
SELD arises from the combination of two different problems:
Sound Event Detection (SED) and Direction of Arrival (DOA) es-
timation. The number of works in the literature which jointly ad-
dress SED and DOA problems is relatively small. It is possible to
classify them by the type of microphone arrays used: distributed
[1, 2, 3] or near-coincident [4, 5, 6]. As mentioned in [6], the usage
of near-coincident circular/spherical arrays enables the representa-
tion of the sound field in the spatial domain, using the spherical
harmonic decomposition, also known as Ambisonics [7, 8]. Such
spatial representation allows a flexible, device-independent compar-
ison between methods. Furthermore, the number of commercially
available ambisonic microphones has increased in recent years due
to their suitability for immersive multimedia applications. Taking
advantage of the compact spatial representation provided by the
spherical harmonic decomposition, several methods for parametric
analysis of the sound field in the ambisonic domain have been pro-
posed [9, 10, 11, 12]. These methods ease sound field segmentation
into direct and diffuse components, and further localization of the
direct sounds. The advent of deep learning techniques for DOA
estimation has also improved the results of traditional methods [6].
However, none of the deep learning-based DOA estimation methods
explicitly exploits the spatial parametric analysis. This situation is
further extended to the SELD problem, with the exception of [5],
where DOAs are estimated from the active intensity vector [9].
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The motivation for the proposed methodology is two-fold.
First, we would like to check whether the usage of spatial paramet-
ric analysis in the ambisonic domain can improve the performance
of SELD algorithms. Second, temporal information derived by the
parametric analysis could be further exploited to estimate event on-
sets and offsets, thus lightening the event classifier complexity; such
reduction might positively impact algorithm’s performance.
In what follows, we present the methodology and the architec-
ture of the proposed system (Section 2). Then, we describe the
design choices and the experimental setup (Section 3), and discuss
the results in the context of DCASE2019 Challenge - Task 3 (Sec-
tion 4). A summary is presented in Section 5. In order to support
open access and reproducibility, all code is freely available at [13].
2. METHOD
The proposed method presents a solution for the SELD problem
splitting the task into four different problems: DOA estimation, as-
sociation, beamforming and classification, which will be described
in the following subsections. The former three systems follow a
heuristic approach—in what follows, they will be jointly referred to
as the parametric front-end. Conversely, the classification system is
data-driven, and will be referred to as the deep learning back-end.
The method architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1: System architecture.
2.1. DOA estimation
The DOA estimation system (Figure 2) is based on parametric time-
frequency (TF) spatial audio analysis. Let us consider a first-order
(L = 1) ambisonic signal vector b(t) with N3D normalization [14]:
b(t) = [bw(t),
√
3bx(t),
√
3by(t),
√
3bz(t)]. (1)
From its short-time frequency domain representation B(k, n), the
instantaneous DOA at each TF bin Ω(k, n) can be estimated as:
I (k, n) = − 1
Z0
R{[Bx(k, n), By(k, n), Bz(k, n)]Bw(k, n)∗},
Ω(k, n) = [ϕ(k, n), θ(k, n)] = ∠(−I (k, n)),
(2)
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Figure 2: DOA estimation architecture.
where I (k, n) stands for the active intensity vector [9], Z0 is the
characteristic impedance of the medium, ∗ represents the complex
conjugate operator, and ∠ is the spherical coordinates angle opera-
tor, expressed in terms of azimuth ϕ and elevation θ.
It is desirable to identify the TF regions of Ω(k, n) which carry
information from the sound events, and discard the rest. Three bi-
nary masks are computed with that aim. The first mask is the energy
density mask, which is used as an activity detector. The energy den-
sity E(k, n) is defined as in [15] :
E(k, n) =
|Bw(k, n)|2 + ||[Bx(k, n), By(k, n), Bz(k, n)]||2
2Z0c
,
(3)
with c being the sound speed. A gaussian adaptive thresholding
algorithm is then applied to E(k, n), which selects TF bins with
local maximum energy density, as expected from direct sounds.
The diffuseness mask selects the TF bins with high energy prop-
agation. Diffuseness Ψ(k, n) is defined in [16] as:
Ψ(k, n) = 1− || 〈I (k, n) 〉 ||/(c 〈E(k, n) 〉), (4)
where 〈 · 〉 represents the temporal expected value.
The third mask is the DOA variance mask. It tries to select TF
regions with small standard deviation1 with respect to their neighbor
bins—a characteristic of sound fields with low diffuseness [12].
The three masks are then applied to the DOA estimation, ob-
taining the TF-filtered DOAs Ω¯(k, n). Finally, a median filter is ap-
plied, with the aim of improving DOA estimation consistency and
removing spurious TF bins. The median filter is applied in a TF bin
belonging to Ω¯(k, n) only if the number of TF bins belonging to
Ω¯(k, n) in its vicinity is greater than a given threshold Bmin. The
resulting filtered DOA estimation is referred to as Ω˘(k, n).
2.2. Association
The association step (Figure 3) tackles the problem of assigning the
time-frequency-space observation Ω˘(k, n) to a set of events, each
one having a specific onset, offset and location. First, DOA esti-
mates are resampled into frames of the task’s required length (0.02
s). In what follows, frames will be represented by index m. An ad-
ditional constraint is applied: for a given window n0, the DOA es-
timates Ω˘(k, n0) are assigned to the corresponding frame m0 only
if the number of estimates is greater than a threshold Kmin.
Next, the standard deviation in azimuth (σϕ) and elevation (σθ)
of the frame-based DOA estimates Ω˘(k,m) are compared to a
threshold value (σmax), and the result is used to estimate the frame-
based event overlapping amount o(m) :
o(m) =
{
1, if σϕ/2 + σθ < σmax,
2, otherwise.
(5)
1In this work, all statistical operators for angular position refer to the
2pi-periodic operator for azimuth, and the standard operator for elevation.
The clustered values Ωcluster(m) are then computed as the K =
o(m) centroids of Ω˘(k,m), using a modified version of K-Means
which minimizes the central angle distance. Notice that, for
o(m) = 1, the operation is equivalent to the median.
The following step is the grouping of clustered DOA values
into events. Let us define ΩS(m) as the frame-wise DOA estima-
tions belonging to the event S. A given clustered DOA estimation
Ωcluster(m) belongs to the event S if the following criteria are met:
• The central angle between Ωcluster(m) and the median of
ΩS(m) is smaller than a given threshold dANGLEmax , and
• The frame distance between M and the closest frame of ΩS(m)
is smaller than a given threshold dFRAMEmax .
The resulting DOAs ΩS(m) are subject to a postprocessing
step with the purpose of delaying event onsets in frames where
o(m) > 2, and discarding events shorter than a given minimum
length. Finally, the frame-based event estimations are converted
into metadata annotations in the form ΛS = (ΩS , onsetS , offsetS).
2.3. Beamforming
The last step performed in the front-end is the input signal segmen-
tation. The spatial and temporal information provided by the anno-
tations ΛS are used to produce monophonic signal estimations of
the events, b˜S(t), as the signals captured by a virtual hypercardioid:
b˜S(t) = Y (ΩS)b
ᵀ(t), (6)
where Y (ΩS) = [Yw(ΩS), Yx(ΩS), Yy(ΩS), Yz(ΩS)] is the set of
real-valued spherical harmonics up to order L = 1 evaluated at ΩS .
2.4. Deep learning classification back-end
The parametric front-end performs DOA estimation, temporal ac-
tivity detection and time/space segmentation, and produces mono-
phonic estimations of the events, b˜S(t). Then, the back-end clas-
sifies the resulting signals as belonging to one of a target set of 11
classes. Therefore, the multi-task nature of the front-end allows
us to define the back-end classification task as a simple multi-class
problem, even though the original SELD task is multi-label. It must
be noted, however, that due to the limited directivity of the first-
order beamformer, the resulting monophonic signals can present
a certain leakage from additional sound sources when two events
overlap, even when the annotations ΛS are perfectly estimated.
The classification method is divided into two stages. First,
the incoming signal is transformed into the log-mel spectrogram
and split into TF patches. Then, the TF patches are fed into
a single-mode based on a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Net-
work (CRNN), which outputs probabilities for event classes k ∈
{1...K}, with K = 11. Predictions are done at the event-level (not
at the frame level), since the temporal activities have been already
determined by the front-end.
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Figure 3: Association architecture.
The proposed CRNN is depicted in Figure 4. It presents three
convolutional blocks to extract local features from the input repre-
sentation. Each convolutional block consists of one convolutional
layer, after which the resulting feature maps are passed through a
ReLU non-linearity [17]. This is followed by a max-pooling op-
eration to downsample the feature maps and add invariance along
the frequency dimension. The target classes vary to a large ex-
tent in terms of their temporal dynamics, with some of them being
rather impulsive (e.g., Door slam), while others being more sta-
tionary (e.g., Phone ringing). Therefore, after stacking the feature
maps resulting from the convolutional blocks, this representation is
fed into one bidirectional recurrent layer in order to model discrim-
inative temporal structures. The recurrent layer is followed by a
Fully Connected (FC) layer, and finally a 11-way softmax classifier
layer produces the event-level probabilities. Dropout is applied ex-
tensively. The loss function used is categorical cross-entropy. The
model has ∼175k weights.
Figure 4: Back-end architecture.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Dataset, evaluation metrics and baseline system
We use the TAU Spatial Sound Events 2019 - Ambisonic, which
provides first-order ambisonic recordings. Details about the record-
ing format and dataset specifications can be found in [18]. The
dataset features a vocabulary of 11 classes encompassing human
sounds and sound events typically found in indoor office environ-
ments. The dataset is split into a development and evaluation sets.
The development set consists of a four fold cross-validation setup.
The SELD task is evaluated with individual metrics for SED
(F-score (F) and error rate (ER) calculated in one-second segments)
and DOA estimation (DOA error (DOA) and frame recall (FR) cal-
culated frame-wise) [6]. The SELD score is an averaged summary
of the system performance.
The baseline system features a CRNN that jointly performs
DOA and SED through multi-task learning [6]. Baseline results
are shown in Table 2.
3.2. Parametric front-end
Based on the method’s exploratory analysis, we propose the follow-
ing set of parameter values, which are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameter values for the selected configuration. Top: DOA
analysis parameters. Bottom: Association parameters.
Parameter Unit Value
STFT window size sample 256
analysis frequency range Hz [0,8000]
time average vicinity radius r bin 10
diffuseness mask threshold Ψmax - 0.5
energy density filter length bin 11
std mask vicinity radius bin 2
std mask normalized threshold - 0.15
median filter minimum ratio Bmin - 0.5
median filter vicinity radius (k,n) bin (20, 20)
resampling minimum valid bins Kmin bin 1
overlapping std threshold σmax degree 10
grouping maximum angle dANGLEmax degree 20
grouping maximum distance dFRAMEmax frame 20
event minimum length frame 8
3.3. Deep learning classification back-end
We use the provided four fold cross-validation setup. Training and
validation stages use the outcome of an ideal front-end, where the
groundtruth DOA estimation and activation times are used to feed
the beamformer for time-space segmentation. Conversely, we test
the trained models with the signals coming from the complete front-
end described in Section 2. We conducted a set of preliminary ex-
periments with different types of networks including a VGG-like
net, a less deep CNN [19], a Mobilenetv1 [20] and a CRNN [21].
The latter was found to stand out, and we explore certain facets of
the CRNN architecture and the learning pipeline.
Sound events in the dataset last from ∼ 0.2 to 3.3 s. First, clips
shorter than 2s are replicated to meet this length. Then, we com-
pute TF patches of log-mel spectrograms of T = 50 frames (1
s) and F = 64 bands. The values come from the exploration of
T ∈ {25, 50, 75, 100} and F ∈ {40, 64, 96, 128}. T = 50 is
the top performing value, roughly coinciding with the median event
duration. In turn, more than 64 bands provide inconsistent improve-
ments, at the cost of increasing the number of network weights.
Several variants of the CRNN architecture were explored until
reaching the network of Figure 4. This included a small grid search
over number of CNN filters, CNN filter size and shape, number of
GRU units, number of FC units, dropout [22], learning rate, and
the usage of Batch Normalization (BN) [23]. Network extensions
(involving more weights) were considered only if providing major
improvements, as a measure against overfitting. The main take-
aways are: i) squared 3x3 filters provide better results than larger
filters, ii) dropout of 0.5 is critical for overfitting mitigation, iii)
more than one recurrent layer does not yield improvements, while
slowing down training, and iv) surprisingly, slightly better perfor-
mance is attained without BN nor pre-activation [24]. For all exper-
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iments, the batch size was 100 and Adam optimizer was used [25]
with initial learning rate of 0.001, halved each time the validation
accuracy plateaus for 5 epochs. Earlystopping was adopted with a
patience of 15 epochs, monitoring validation accuracy. Prediction
for every event was obtained by computing predictions at the patch
level, and aggregating them with the geometric mean to produce a
clip-level prediction.
Finally, we apply mixup [26] as data augmentation technique.
Mixup consists in creating virtual training examples through linear
interpolations in the feature space, assuming that they correspond
to linear interpolations in the label space. Essentially, virtual TF
patches are created on the fly as convex combinations of the input
training patches, with a hyper-parameter α controlling the interpo-
lation strength. Mixup has been proven successful for sound event
classification, even in adverse conditions of corrupted labels [27].
It seems appropriate for this task since the front-end outcome can
present leakage due to overlapping sources, effectively mixing two
sources while only one training label is available, which can be un-
derstood as a form of label noise [19]. Experiments revealed that
mixup with α = 0.1 boosted testing accuracy in ∼ 1.5%.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 2: Results for development (top) and evaluation (bottom) sets.
Method ER F DOA FR SELD
Baseline 0.34 79.9% 28.5◦ 85.4% 0.2113
Proposed 0.32 79.7% 9.1◦ 76.4% 0.2026
Ideal front-end 0.08 93.2% ∼ 0◦ ∼ 100% 0.0379
Baseline 0.28 85.4% 24.6◦ 85.7% 0.1764
Proposed 0.29 82.1% 9.3◦ 75.8% 0.1907
Table 2 shows the results of the proposed method for both de-
velopment and evaluation sets, compared to the baseline. Focusing
on evaluation results, our method and the baseline obtain similar
performance in SED (ER and F). However, there is a clear differ-
ence in the DOA metrics: in our method, DOA error is reduced by a
factor of 2.6, but FR is ∼ 10 points worst. In terms of SELD score,
our method performs slightly worse than the baseline in evaluation
mode, while marginally outperforming it in development mode.
The most relevant observation is the great improvement in DOA
error. Results suggest that using spatial audio parametric analysis
as a preprocessing step can help to substantially improve localiza-
tion. Figure 5a provides further evidence for this argument: Chal-
lenge methods using some kind of parametric preprocessing (GCC-
PHAT with the microphone dataset, and Intensity Vector-Based in
ambisonics) obtained in average better DOA error results.
Conversely, the front-end fails regarding FR. This is probably
due to the complexity added by the association step [6], and its lack
of robustness under highly reverberant scenarios. Including spectral
information at the grouping stage might help to improve FR — such
information could be provided by the classification back-end, in a
similar approach to the baseline system. Another option would be
the usage of more sophisticated source counting methods [28, 29].
In order to gain a better insight of the classification back-end
performance, Table 2 shows the method results when the testing
clips are obtained by feeding the beamformer with groundtruth an-
notations (ideal front-end). In this ideal scenario of DOA perfor-
mance, the SED metrics show a significant boost. This result sug-
(a) DOA error across submissions. Hatched bars denote methods
using parametric preprocessing. Horizontal lines depict average
DOA error accross different subsets: all methods (solid), parametric
methods (dashed), non-parametric methods (dotted).
(b) SELD score versus complexity.
Figure 5: DCASE2019 Challenge Task 3 results, evaluation set.
gests that the low FR given by the front-end has a severe impact on
the back-end performance. Yet, the proposed system reaches simi-
lar performance to the baseline system in terms of SED metrics.
Finally, we would like to discuss algorithm complexity among
Challenge methods. As depicted in Figure 5b, there is a general
trend towards architectures with very high number of weights, as
a consequence of the usage of ensembles and large capacity net-
works. Specifically, 66% of submitted methods employ 1M weights
or more, 30% employ 10M or more, and 15% employ 100M or
more. Such complexities are several orders of magnitude greater
than the baseline (150k weights) or the proposed method (∼175k
weights). In this context, our method represents a low-complexity
solution to the SELD problem, featuring a number of parameters
and a performance comparable to the baseline method.
5. CONCLUSION
We present a novel approach for the SELD task. Our method relies
on spatial parametric analysis for the computation of event DOAs,
onsets and offsets. This information is used to filter the input sig-
nals in time and space, and the resulting event estimations are fed
into a CRNN which predicts the class to which the events belong;
the classification problem is thereby handled from a simple multi-
class perspective. The proposed method is able to obtain an overall
performance comparable to the baseline system. The localization
accuracy achieved by our method greatly improves the baseline per-
formance, suggesting that spatial parametric analysis might enhance
performance of SELD algorithms. Moreover, detection and classifi-
cation performance in our method suffers from a low Frame Recall;
improving this metric could lead to promising SELD scores.
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